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DUTCH BROS COFFEE
-Barista				(4/2011-present)
Working in a drive through coffee shop with 3 windows, action is everything. Juggling
the specifics of several orders while maintaining conversations to some can be overwhelming. It is an extremely fast paced job that cannot afford complacency. Making
assorted coffees is of course the root of the job, but the conversations and relationships
are what keeps the business growing as it does.
UNIVERSITY HEALTH CENTER
-Marketing Assistant			(11/2011-present)
At the University of Oregon Health Center, I work as the assistant to the Marketing
Manager. My routine duties involve prepping a multitude of flyers, posters, and pamphlets created in the Adobe Creative Suite. Along with smaller projects, there are a few
large projects such as the Nike branded Stress Free campaign that I have taken months
of design work to create and remain to develop further each day
EUPHORIC STYLES LLC
www.EuphoricStyles.com
-Digital Design Specialist			
(11/2011-present)
Euphoric Styles is a digital hub that promotes a community of artists. I in part created the branding of the company, as well as help to design the Euphoric Styles office
in Santa Cruz CA. In addition to building the office decor, I manipulate t shirt designs
to be print ready in accordance with a specific guidelines. As well as the above, I was
initially responsible for creating the 1,000s of company stickers using a vinyl cutter and
custom designing business cards using a laser cutter.
HOLIDAY INN EXPRESS
-Guest Services Agent 		
(9/2007- 9/2010)
-Guest Services Manager 		
(9/2009-9/2010)
As a manager and a member of a team, communication was the most important tool
for success. I was directly responsible for a team of seven, and played a vital part in a
management team of four. Corporate duties were routinely introduced by way of conferences and seminars that I had traveled between Portland OR and Los Angeles CA.
I would incorporate incentive programs, host weekly meetings, balance budgets, and
manage group sales as well.
HIGHER LIVING APPAREL
-Designer				(1/2009-1/2011)
Higher Living Apparel was a t shirt design company that successfully sold clothing in
Europe, Canada, Mexico, and America. I designed and collaborated on a number of t
shirt designs over the course of two years as well as organized and hosted a successful
launch party for a new clothing line in Eugene OR.
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